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Grooving  
 

This music goes a long way back   before the needle 
coasted in its groove on your grandfather’s black vinyl 
before the bow sang from valleys in the flexed saw blade 
 
of his grandfather   before ancient breath fluted from 
the vent-holes ancient tools notched in the small vaulted roof 
of a hollow bone   back to where a flintstone burin 
 
etched silent scales into softer stone   or to the beach 
where a pointed fragment of shell gave the hand’s airy 
motions a home in driftwood   the way the waves in their 
 
ins and outs hold the rhythm of the wind’s breath   this hand 
makes music with the world around it   but not without 
an instrument   chisel or gouge to transpose the mind’s 
 
notations to the range of pith and grain   wood pushing 
against the carver’s flexed wrist   retorting  giving back 
its own resonance to the tuning body   duet 
 
of earthbound songsters that becomes a trio when   long 
after the woodshed stills   you run your finger over 
the carving   thrill to the flutings   and you’re in the groove  
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Lotte Reiniger’s Magic Shadows 
 
You couldn’t call them scissors in her hands   if the clashed 
swords of scissors slash and shear   her blades whispered through a        
 void 
of thick black paper   their strokings calling up paddlers 
 
and plodders   gallopers and swoopers   spelling lions 
from mane-shaped cursive sweeps   Baghdad minarets from strips 
of lacy trim   and Cinderella’s poverty from 
 
a ragged hem   her art not merely deft fingerwork 
but transmigration of souls   her own into stone rounds 
of tracery or the muscular vertical of 
 
an eagle taking wing   and the beholder’s into 
a genesis that turned tapered shadows to rosy 
flesh of thigh and flank   grey stripes to sunlight   and the gap 
 
between pose and pose to limbs in action   while she fled 
the Nazis’ impenetrable shade   the stick figures 
pushed into ovens   the metal silhouettes of tanks 
 
treading Aladdin’s sands   her most moving creations 
weightless not with absence but with the magical flights 
of bodies wholly grounded in the passage of light. 

 

Dickinson’s Envelopes 
 

She needs containers that will not contain   but like in- 
verted pockets   hold all outside in their insides   pen- 
ning nothing in   her window offers instances   as 
 
heading from left to right   across the field of vision 
each squirrel’s tail prints a quotation mark   that opens 
on an endless moving line   or in the garden   how 
 
pouring upwards from green funnels   at ankle level 
lily of the valley’s pea-sized bells   discharge volleys 
that echo through far nostrils   or from the forest floor 
 
a mushroom’s brown unfurlment concentrates   the whole round 
earth beneath it   so her creations begin with light 
liberated from folds of darkness   as she scissors 
 
the envelopes’ sealed hollows into shores   each sloped edge 
a beachhead on infinity   the grained beige margins 
broadened by jetties of print   like flowerbeds enlarged 
 
through division   vacancies further claimed by hyphen’s 
reach    and apostrophe’s curved grasp    yet never a claim 
staked     in this ground too paper-thin for rooted sureness 
 
no settlements of ink   but penciled tents   their fabric 
a weave reversible    spun of such gossamer thread 
as to be one    at night     with the canopy of stars 
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Thoreau’s Pencils 
 
All change is a miracle to contemplate   he writes 
contemplating the pond’s daily miracles   how ice 
forms in winter   first printing the surface with crystal 
 
leaves  as if it flowed into moulds pressed on the liquid 
mirror by the veined hands of waterplants   and he writes 
of bubbles  clear bubbles honeycombing surface ice 
 
in spring  sun turning each to a burning-glass that melts 
thick shards beneath   or dark bubbles of frogspawn sprouting 
tails and light-catching eyes   he writes in pencil because 
 
making pencils is the family livelihood   and 
because bubbles of ink dry unchangeable   staining 
the paper’s fibres into mourning   while the oar-strokes 
 
of a pencil leave no trace on the freshened surface 
when wind-smoothed by an eraser’s sweeps   and where pens seek 
the icy might of swords    the pencil takes a meek course 
 
yielding line by line   every sharpened point a whittling 
down    yet every glossy-barked cedar shaft liveliest 
at its core    the graphite that can carry thought from mind 
 
through hand to paper   a heartwood most unbreakable 
he discovers   when mixed as we are   with clay    Am I 
he writes   not partly leaves and vegetable mould myself? 

 

“Bird’s Nest” Hunt 
 

Turned-in toes   glass ankles   matchstick calves   legs failing him 
from the outset   he learned to rely instead on thumb 
 
and finger to walk a brush   and touch white fields with bloom 
like Spring’s footsteps   lilac traces   yellow trails of lime 
 
his hand    Ruskin wrote    always more sensitive than firm 
his eye too easily spooked by speed to hold its aim 
 
at a stream’s leaps or the twitches of birds   but supreme 
in the unlifting mist on grape clusters   the pooled gleam 
 
of still-life vase and oyster shell   earning his nickname 
by miming the fixed intricate visual rhythm 
 
transcribed by chaffinch and sparrow in the medium 
of twig    moss    and feather   and their held round notes of cream 
 
and hyacinth    the artist himself a great ovum 
round-shouldered bundle wheelbarrowed with sketchpad through farm 
 
and wood   his brush   re-threading loops of a woven home 
finds   in each white-streaked blue dome   flight’s embryonic dream 
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Beyond Grasp 
 
They begin in hand to hand combat   the man-hand’s thumb 
and fingers locked around the bow saw’s haft    easily 
wrestling the leaf-hands to the ground though far outnumbered 
 
by those fine-lobed butterfly-thin flappers    hangers-on 
that crash down shuddering with the felled limbs they cling to 
as the row of pointed teeth chews straits through the ringed grain 
 
and once the carver’s hands have clamped the plank to his bench 
the attack begins afresh    mallet and chisel slash 
hunks and chips from the pinioned timber    but what those tensed 
 
fingers search for cannot be found in the most deeply 
cached heartwood    haunting instead the carver’s mind   reverse 
ghost   yet to come to life as pared stem   bevelled leaf-edge 
 
and burnished petal   the tree sacrificed to turn its pith 
from keelboard to rigging    undergrooved ripples swelling 
as with a breath to take the shape of the dreamt blossoms 
 
and though this posy will never sway in wind or draw 
bees in with nectar    it will not draw into itself 
in death   unwilting bouquet for which he turns thumbs down 
 
on what pulses and passes    manhandling the pale wood 
into which he carves his fear and ours    deeper pallor 
than the most tightly folded flower or clenched fist can hold 

 

Brushpower 
 

The smallest painting 
 
when placed on a wall   opens 
 
a doorway through it 
 


